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2nd Workshop on Kaon Production 
During the fall of 1996 an internal mini-workshop on kaon production was organized at 
Rossendorf (cf. FZR-150 [September 19961). The aim of this first workshop was to give a 
survey on the experimental and theoretical status of kaon production in elementary hadron 
reactions and in heavy-ion collisions. Since then the Department of Hadron Physics in the 
Institute of Nuclear and Hadron Physics of the FZR focused in its research activities on near- 
threshold strangeness production in colliding hadron Systems and on activities devoted to 
studies with electromagnetic probes. 
Since 1996 a considerable Progress has been achieved in the field. New results from COSY 
(COSY- 11, ToF, COSY- 13 and first runs at ANKE) as well as SIS (KaoS and FOPI) allow to 
determine various elementary Cross sections in hadron reactions and kaon yields from heavy-ion 
collisions. These new results led us to organize a second workshop bringing together the experts 
of these experiments and various theoreticians. An important purpose of the workshop was to 
enforce the mutual information and to demonstrate the close interrelation of COSY physics and 
the heavy-ion programme at SIS. 
Highlights in the field are (i) the consolidation of the need of strong in-medium modifications 
to describe the K- production in heavy-ion reactions and (ii) refined measurements of various 
elementary strangeness channels near threshold. For the latter the role of final state interactions 
must be clarified to arrive at a unique input to transport-model calculations for heavy-ion 
reactions. 
Many experimental aspects included in the programme have been proposed by P. Senger 
(GSI), whereas the composition of its theoretical part benefitted a lot from the support by J. 
Aichelin (Nantes). 




Forschungszentrum Rossendorf near Dresden 
December 10-1 1,1998 
The workshop is devoted to kaon production near threshold, with emphasis put on heavy-ion collisions. Embedded in the 
workshop is a meeting of the KaoS collaboration. In parallel the representants of theory groups are going to compare in 
detail the results of their transport codes relevant for the experiments. 
Programme 
December 9: Arrival 
December 10 (Tandemseminarraum): 
9.00 - 9.30 E. Grosse: Opening (chainnan: E. Grosse) 
W. CassingIE. Bratkovskaya (Giessen): 
RBUU approach, the implemented kaon production and optical potentials, 
Discussion of my benchmark tests 
9.30 - 9.50 Gy. Wolf (Budapest): 
Differences between RBUU of Giessen and my approach, 
Discussion of my benchmark tests 
9:50 - 10.20 C.-H. Lee (Stony Brook): 
Differences between RBUU of Giessen and my approach, 
Discussion of my benchmark tests 
10.20 - 10.50 Coffee break 
10.50 - 11.20 J. Aichelin (Nantes): (chainnan: W. Cassing) 
QMD: What is important for the kaon production, 
discussion of my benchmark tests for HQMD 
1 1.20 - 1 1.40 C. Hartnack (Nantes): 
IQMD - Differences to HQMD as far as of importance for the 
kaon production, discussion of my benchmark tests for IQMD 
1 1.40 - 12.05 C. Fuchs (Tübingen): 
Differences as compared to HQMD, 
discussion of my benchmark tests with Tübingen kaon production 
12:05 - 12.35 S. Soff (Frankfurt): 
Kaon production around 1 GeV/N in URQMD - Differences to QMD, 
discussion of my benchmark tests for UrQMD 
12.35 - 13.00 A. Sibirtsev (Giessen): 
News fiom elementary kaon production reactions 
13.00 - 14.00 Break 
14.00 - 14.20 F. Laue (GSI): (chairrnan: W. Oelert) 
Recent results fiom KaoS (1): Kf/K- ratios 
14.20 - 14.40 Y. Shin (Frankfixt): 
Results fiom Kaos (2): azimuthal anisotropy of K+ 
14.40 - 15.00 C. Sturm (Darrnstadt): 
Recent results from KaoS (3): K production and nuclear EoS 
15.00 - 15.30 P. Crochet (C-Fenand): 
Results fiom FOPI (1) 
15.30 - 16.00 C. Plettner (Rossendorf): 
Results fiom FOPI (2) 
16.00 - 16.30 Coffee break 
16.30 - 17.00 A. Metzger (Erlangen): 
Results fiom COSY-TOF 
17.00 - 17.30 T. Lister / S. Sewerui: 
(chairman: N. Henmann) 
Results from COSY-11 
17.30 - 18.00 M. Debowski (Rossendorf): 
Prospects of ANKE 
18.00 - 18.20 A. Gillitzer (München): 
Strangeness Programme at FRS 
18.20 - 18.40 P. Kulessa (Crakow): 
A nuclei 
18.40 - 18.55 W. Scheinast (Rossendorf): 
pA runs at KaoS 
19.00 - Buffet 
December 11: 
Parallel sessions 9.00 - 12.00: 
1. KaoS collaboration meeting (Seminarraum Flachbau, organizer: P. Senger) 
2. Theory session (Tandemseminarraum, organizer: J. Aichelin) 
Afternoon session (Auditorium): 
13.00 - 13.20 K. Schubert (Dresden): (chairman: B. Kamys) 
Recent results on symmetry breaking in K Systems 
13.20 - 13.45 E. Kolomeitsev (GSI): 
In-medium kaonic excitations 
13.45 - 14.10 J. Knoll (GSI): 
Transport kinetics of broad resonances 
14.10 - 14.40 B. Kämpfer (Rossendorf): 
Comparison of the benchmark tests 
14.40 - 15.00 Coffee break 
15.00 - 16.00 Round table discussion about the different models (chairman: P. Senger) 
Conclusions & perspectives for our kaon physics 
Departure 
( e.g. 17.27 p.m. Dresden-Neustadt --=. FrankfudMain ) 
Kaon Worksliop Participants 
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Strangeness production - results from COSY-TOF 









dynaniics: degrees of freedolm 
s tructure: strünge cmtent (?) 





threshold region -+ only few pail-tial waves 
different reaction chmnek : Y = R, P. 'C', (X3 
Comparison: 
different hadronic surroundings 
data from yp -+ K'A ELSA 
n;-p -+ KoA 
pp 4 xh LEAR 
high energy data 
Search for exotics: e.g. Z+(uurlds~ - resonance 
Medium effects: 
nucleon-riucleus : pA 4 KX COSY-AINZE- 















dq/dq; fwitlk, Einheiten] 
willk. Einheiten 
Detector upgrade: -.. - 
start detector system L/ 
double sided micro strip + additional fibre hocioscope 
B stop detector 
J LA 
barre1 detector + ring detector 
neutron detector 
energy detector 
Run April 98: pp + K ' A ~  (,,hilgih stahisiiics") 
pp + K'z '~  , K0zf p (Search for Z') 
-- - 
pd -3 KY ... and pa 3 KY ... 
l 
Polarized beam + Polarized tarqet 
L a q C  Angb ,U- Qr~j Wlch r  r 
Maqnetic field and intermediate tracker: 
p 4 ~ e  -3 a m o i i  (N*+ KA) 




Prospects of ANKE 
A N K E  
. . .. 
A N K E  
71 . . . . . ,  " , . . .  
. . . .  .. . . . . .  . ,  . , .  . . . Negative 
ejectiles 
TOF-Stop, L?, E 
/ 
Geplante Expeliimente an ANKE * Exklusive Messung des Deuteronenaufbrue mit einem polarisierten Protonenstrahl und einem polarisierten Deuteronentarge (COSY.Prn/>n,srrl .?N: V.K«»turnv. J I N R  Duhnul F1 - ~. i l i ' i l~ i  ialr . i i .  \.~aii«..,. C!,., tilris.iri. i t i d  i - t . o i m .  tvtiiitiintra :'iuioni . ~ ' r o : ~ . ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ .  I - !MY! x m  \I,\ 




unterhalb der Nukleon- 
Nukleon-Schwelle 
(COSY-LOI#21; H.Mlictle,; FZ Rossendotf) 
K ?Mesonen-Produktion in 
Proton-Kern Stößen 
unterhalb der Nukleon- 
Nukleon-Schwelle 
Messung der Q, -Mesonen-Produktion 
mit polarisierten Protonenstrahlen 
und -targets 
(COSY-L01 #.?.Y: .M.Srilii~zhnrknv. Dulinul - V;,; - ,SI.* - , , , . , \ ,h . h."il,i..i..,,,i, ,,., I,.,,, I,., ,,,,, \ii.~*.i".L",i"lriil~,.iii.i I. .idL<,i~..i.i.i.i,..,.l.i'i 
\Sli,. >iiii.iii,. . r, ........,..",. i .....,.. ,.,, .,L... i. i .,... ,... i.",.,, L... <"  .....". r. r ;W U.% . ,ii,i>iiiiiiiii,i .,,", .i" lvili><i.,.i:i< .Iii ,,,,..,,.,.,..,. bii.i..*<..ii ,i.i."i... 
3 ZIEL: t:iiiiriliiiii>: ,Iv, l<.:miruPiiir 6iilii ,Ivr I l i , i i i iutt~~i~i~i l i . i l l l~~l . I l o t l ~ i ~ i i l ~ i i k k o i ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ n t ~ r ~  der iiuklriruii \Valleiihiiihiuu . <'lulicrl~ililiii~~ uuii mrhrrrm Siiklaii,rii iiii Kmii . t:iiiIhu h:r Kcriiiiizi~ric l ~ ~ d i o w i ~  iimi i~ci<:i I'rurluki~uti . tleiriirulliilig uuii r.~oiitliolisiii.ii riruiii~lilbta~id.urllct~fi~66k~~~~~ S ~ ~ l w  
r B~,dzu~cr<iil*ri~ilm~Iw~~lilililili~ wi l i  l<-.Ui~u~ir.ir i~i, hriii 
Untersuchung der pMesonen-Produktion 
in Proton-Kern-Stößen 
ICOSY-Prnpo.'iuI R3: H.Se?fanhl 
lC ""M 











2.' via mesonic resonances 
N + N  --+ N + N + q q  
N  + N  + meson 
0 well established: 
via $(1020) -- 
U via a0(980) 
via f,(980) 
invariant mass MKK (GeV) 
structure under discussion: 
3. via baryonic A(1520) resona 
r = 15.6 MeV 
p +  f!' -+ p + N + s s  
nce 
Calculated K+ K- invariant-mass spectrum 
for emission angles 6 5 10° 
o f  4(1020) production 
propagation of 4(1020), K+ and K -  I 
through nuclear matter I 
p(2.5GeV) + '*C -+ (a+ i )N + Kt + K- + X 
,120 I " " I  " I " "  
5 3~ aJ (X 1 000) 
C3 
a 0 I 
" 8 9 10 11 12 
missing mass Mx (GeV) 
Calculated missing mass spectra from $*C 
interactions a t  2.5 GeV for the production 
o f  K*/K- pairs accompanied by ( a+ l )  nu- 
cleons with u being the number o f  partici- 
pants according t o  
ANKE - Kollaborzitioii 
'Institut fiir Keinpiiysik, Forschiiiigszeiitr11~1i .Iiilicli, D-52425 .liilicli 
'Zentrallabor für Elektronik. Focscliungszeiitriim Jülicti, D-6'1425 Jiilicli 
3Zentralabteili~ng Technologie, Wrschuiigszentium Jülich, D-52425 Jülicli 
'Institut fiir Scliiclit- lind Ionentechnik, Forscliiingszentriirn Jülich, D-6'2425 Jiilicli 
'Institut fiii IIadroiien- und Kernphysik, Foiscliiingszentrum Rossendorf, D-01474 Dres- 
den 
Glnstitut fiir Slrahlcri- und Iiernpliysik, Uiiiversitiit Llorin, NiiRallee 14, D-53115 Bonri 
'Physikalisches Institut 11, Universität Erlangen-Ntirnberg, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1, D-9105s 
Erlangen 
'Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universität Gießen, 11.-Buff-Ring 16, D-35392 Gießen 
%stitut für I(ernpliysik,Universität Köln, Zülpicher Str. 77, D-50937 Köln 
LoInstitiit fiir Iieriiplilsik, Universität hlunster, W.-Klemm-Str. 9, D-4S149 hlünstei 
LIUniversität C+H Paclerborn, Abt. Soest, FB Elektrische Energietechnik, Steingral)eii 21, 
D-59494 Soest 
'3EEN-Niiclear Ericrgy, P.O. ßos  1, 1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands 
i3Pllysi~s Departinent, Uiiiversity College London, C+ower Street, London W G l  (iBT, Eng- 
land 
"'Institute of Pl~ysics. Jagelloniari University, Reymonla 4, PL30059 Cracoa, Polaiicl 
"Soltaii Instiliite for Niiclear Stiiclies, PId-05400 Swierl;: Poland 
"Laboratory of Niiclear Problems, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dulxia, 141980 
Dubna Moscow Region, Itiissia 
17Dubiia Branch, Moscow State University, 1419SO Duhna Moscow Region, Russia - 
'"IIigli Energy I'liysics Department, Petersburg Nuclear Physics Insliliile, 188350 Ga& 
china, Russia 
lgInstitute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Clieremuslikinskaya25,117259 Mos- 
cow, Russia 
'"Institute for Niiclear Research, Riissian Academy of Scierices, Moscow 11731'2, Kiissia 
='High Energy Physics Institute, Tbilisi S t ak  Ilriiversity, University Str. 9, 380086 Tbilisi, 
Ckorgia 
P. Kulessa: 
Determination of A lifetime in heavy hypernuclei 
Determination of tlie A lifetime in lieavy 
hypernuclei 
W. Borgs("),W. ~ a s s i ~ i ~ ( ~ ) ,  M. a r t~nann(") ,  ~ . ~ a r c ~ ~ k ( " ) ,  B. ~ a r n ~ s ( " ) ,  
H.R. Koch("), P. ~u le s sa ( "~~) ,  R. ~aier(") ,  M. ~ a t o b a ( 4 ,  ~ .0hm(" ) ,  
D. Prasuhn("), K. Pysde), 2.  RU^^(^), 0. schult("), H. J. stein("), 
H. ~tröher("), A. ~trzalkowski(~), Y. ~ozumi(4  and I. zychor(f) 
("1 Institut für Kernphysik, Forschungszentrum Jülich, 
D-52425 Jülich, Germany 
( b )  Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universität Giessen, 
D-35392 Giessen, Germany 
(C) M. Smoluchowski Institute of Physics, Jagellonian University, 
PL30059 Cracow, Poland, 
(4 Department of Nuclear Engineering, Kyusliu University, 
Fukuoka 812, Japan 
(e) H. Niewodniczaiiski Institute of Nuclear Physics, 
PL31342 Cracow, Poland 
( f )  The Andreej Soitan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 
PL05400 h i e rk ,  Poland 
Supported by: 
Tlie Poliuli Conimittce for Scieritific W c h  (Grant No.2 P03B M5 12), 
I~iteriialioriiiial Bureau of tlie IiMBF, h r t r  DLR 
A production 
0 Reactions 
- Strangeness exchange 
- Associated production 
- Antiproton annihilation 
I,,,,,, , , L,,,, , , , I ,,,,,, , , I",,, , , L ,,,, , , , . . 


coordinate along beam axis 
shadow region 1 brighf region 
\ I Proportional 
Chambers 
target holder d 
MASS NUMBER 
The hypernucleus experiment a t  COSY 
Topics 
Decay of free and bound A 
- mesonic and nonmesonic decay 
- medium effect, Pauli blocking 
Production of heavy hypernuclei 
- A production 
- Hypernuclei production in the (p,K) 
reaction 




A . Gillitzer: 
K- production at the GSI fragment separator 

particle identification (1.94 AGeV 20Ne + Sn, p, = 1.5 GeVIc) 
,crice-rl 
scaliiig of production Cross scction witli rcquircd cncrgy 
Eavd*, ,  [ G a  Eavailable [ G m  






Results from FOPI (1) 
( Results frorn FOPI (I) I 
Belyaev. A. Bendarag, G. Berek. 
M. Vasiliev. P. Wagne 
i l j  ICi Id. with FOPI 
2; K-/K+ ratio 
L- 
31 I<+ sideward flow >-- 
'41 -- Comparison with model predictions 
I Ni+Ni @ 1.93 AGeV & Ru+Ru @ 1.69 AGeV . ~
/ FOPI detector @ GSI 1 
outer plastic Wall inner plastic wall I I 
Ermt 2524 
RU" U 1 8  
I " "  
a,. ...* 
1 K-/K+ Ratio as Seen by FOPI I 
RBUU : E.L. Bratkovskaya and W. Cassing 
Ru+ Ru- 1.69 AGeV- b < 5 f m  
----. RBUU wlo in-med. effects 
with FOPi filter wlo FOPI filter 
DATA . Syst. errors 
- RBUU in-medium effects E.L. Bratkovskaya and W. Cassing - - RBUU no medium effects G.Q. Li and G.E. Brown, PRC58(1998)1698 
Ru+Ru-1 .69AGeV-b<5fm 
Measured j Reflected 
Ni + Ni - 1.93 AGeV - b .: 5 fm 
:. ::,. h... -.,:--- ...... .... : ........ .... ..... 
Data favour in-medium effects 
K. Wiiniewski et al., GSI-report (1997), subrnitted to  Phys. Rev. Lett.  
1 --.F - - 
/ Sideward Flow I 
o Prerclitted by f~ydrodynarriics '70 
o Evidet~ccd by Plastic Ball '80 
o Otssmetf for LCP, IMF, n, T ,  I<, A 
o Sttidietf Frum GANIL/MSU t o  SPS 
Excitation function : 
- maximum a t  SIS energiek 
I K+ Flow in Ni+Ni @ 1.93 AGeV I 
3 # models favour 
in-medium potential for K+ 
BUT influence of : 
production channels : 
C. David et al., nucl-th/9805017 
mornenturn dependent potential : 1 ; , .: , , , , , 1 C. ~ u r h s  et al.. P.L. 8 434 (98) 24! with in-medium effects 
wlo in-medium effects 
-0.2 " 
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 
I K+ Flow in Ru+Ru @ 1.69 AGeV I 
RBUU : E.L. Bratkovskaya and W. Cassing 
, 0.1 
C b > 5 f m  
- in-mediim effects 
- - -  no medium effects 
- 1 0 1 -1 0 1 
p) 
Large sensitivity expected in non-central collisions 
from NME to IME =+ flow to antiflow 
1 K+ Flow in Ru+Ru O 1.69 AGeV I 
Centrality selection : charged particle multiplicity PMUL 
40 < PMUL < 50 f 
I - K' BUU with IME --- K+ BUU W/O IME 
K+ anti-flow in non-central reactions 
BUU reproduces K+ data if IME on 
BUU reproduces proton data 
BUU : E.L. Bratkovskaya and W. Cassing 
I pt Dependence of K+ Flow I 
-- 
Fourier expansion of azimuthal distributions 
Fourier coefficients : V, = < cos (n (@)) > 
In-plane flow : vl = < p,/pt > 
S. Voloshin and Y. Zhang, Z. Phys. C70 (1996) 665 
J.Y. Ollitrault, Nucl. Phys. A 638 (1998) 195c 
p,(Ge'J/c) 
Sensitivity to  in-medi 
Neither BUU nor IQMD 
K+ DATA 
-0.4 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
pt(GeVfc) 
Jm effects a t  low pt 
reproduces proton flow 
BUU : E.L. Bratkovskaya and W. Cassing, IQMD/HM : C. Hartnack 

C. Plettner: 
Results from FOPI (2): 
Investigation of charged K mesons at low p, and 
around midrapidity 
lnvestigation of charged K-mecons 
at low p, and around midrapidity 
Presentation of the FOPl detector at GSI, Darmstadt 
(Anti)Kaon identification at low PT and around midrapidity 
with FOPl 
analysed system: 9 6 ~ ~  + 9 6 ~ ~  @ 1.7 AGeV 
Preliminary K7K' ratio, comparison with rnodel prediction 
Preliminary momentum dependence of 
Kaon squeeze-out signai 
C. Plettncr 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
The 4n Detektor F O P l e  
r0lenoid 
ouler plaslic waill inner plactic wall I 
C. Pttttncr 
Institut für Kern- und Hndromnphpik 
Particle ldentification (Z=+I) 
P Mass = - + corrections 
Pr 
Rel. Resolution: 
Am/m = 6 % (Protons) 
C. PIettner 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
FOPl phase space 
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
Y O 
Symmetrie System: Y' =(F„ - Y , ) I Y ,  
C. Piettner 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphf&k 
Comparison with RBUU predictions 
Ru+Ru. 1.69A GeV. bS4 im. lyIS0.3 
. . . . . . . . . . . no kaon medium effects 
m,-m, (GeV) 
Analysis of Helitron data 
"RU + "RU @ 1.69 AGeV, bGeo < 4.2 fm 
accessible transverse momenta range 
p, = (1 00 - 250) MeVk 
transformation into transverse mass 





3 compatible with in-medium modification of 
(Anti)Kaon mass 
G.Q. Li and GE. Brown, Phys. Rev. C58 (1998). 1698 
C. Plettner 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
ldentification of charged K-Mesons 
Masse [ G ~ V / C ~ ]  Masse [~ev,'c2] 
Velocity [cmlns] 
16cv<:23 
Center of Mass velolcity. 
= 21 cmlns 
Momenta [MeVlcf 
31 0 C piab C 590 
C. PTcttfwr 
Institut E r  Kern- und HudrommphySik 
Parametrization of azimuthal distributions 
dN - = ao (1 + al cos @ +a', cos 2@ )
d@ 
Out-of plane emission ratio 
Correction 
RI, 3 RN 
e-off 
squeeze-out 
"RU + "RU @ 1.7 AGeV 
Symmetrised azimuthal distnbutiongs of K+ 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
K+ phase space 
I i Helitron, nutzbarer Bereich Helitron, unzugänglicher Bereich 
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
Y O 
Syrnmetric System Y' = (Fob -Tm)/ Cm 
C. Plettner 
lnrtitut für Kern- U& Msdromnphprik 
Comparison with QMD 
-0.2<(y/y,)'-co.2 
I . I I e . I . I I ~ ' ~  in system Au +Au @ 1.0 AGeV prediction 
t - .hi l l  K'dynamicr 
1.9 1 D ans potrnUd of a momenta dependent squeeze-out signal 
: K+ -Qneithcr potential nnr K'N w i t e n n e  in case of a KN potential 
without a KN potential model predicts 
within error bars that RN I 1  
analysis of momentum dependence of Kaon 
squeeze out signal in the system 
Ru + Ru Q 1.7AGeV shows within error 
bars RN? 1 
*Hint for existence of an in-medium 
0.7 1 potential? 
0 . 5 - ~ 1 ~ " 1 ~ " 1 " '  
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Pt(MeV/c) 
Z.S. Wang et al., Phys. Rev. C57 (1998). 3284 
C. Plettner 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Momentum dependence of Squeeze-Out signal 
Kaons, background corrected 
Protons 
PM5 :. * ERATS 
+: i 
C. PIettner 
Institut fiir Kern- und Hwimwnpbpik 
Summary 
With detector combination Helitron/Plastic Wall (Anti)Kaons can 
be identified at midrapidity for low transverse momenta 
Measured K7K' ratio compatible with in-medium modification of 
(Anti)Kaon mass 
Measured p~ dependence of Kaon squeeze-out signal 
gives hint to existence of KN potential 
On our wish list: calculations for 9 6 ~ ~  + 9 6 ~ ~  @ 1.7 AGeV 
C. Fiettner 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Y. Shin: 
Azimuthally anisotropic emission of K+ mesons in 
Au f Au collisions at 2 AGeV 


. K ' Acceptance at 1 AGeV 1. Collective Flow of Nuclear Matter 
P. Danielewicz : Phys.Lett. 157B(1985) 
2. KS as Probe for the hot and dense Phase 
(a) Subthresliold Production : E,h = 1.58 GeV (NN 4 NAK ') 
(b) Large Mean Free Path : hK+ = 5 fni (oKp % 12 mb) 
, Dctcrminntion of the Reaction Plane 
==$- for Particles with ß > 0.7 
Resolution of Ehe Reaction Plane 
V Spectral Distribution of K4' Mesons 
=+ Polar Anisotropy 









Kaons and anti-kaons in hot and dense nuclear 
rnat t er 

+ and I<--Production at SIS 
Siibthrcshold ~ ~ - ~ r o d i i c t i o n  via multiple collisions 
Experimeiit : Transport models: 
0.15 1-1 
N N  -+ A N  
A N  -+ NK+Y 
0.05 - AA -+ NK+Y *...  - 
N N  -+ N N n  
Apar t  
Medium effects arc irriportü~it 
e nuclear equation of state (-+ Ch. Sturm) 
e hadron proprties in matter 
particle trigger tof trigger 
-2 tof trigger + offline tracking 
K+ and K- Spectra 
The data can be fitted by Maxwell-Bolt zmann distributions. 
In C+C collisions we have data for 0.8,1.0,1.2,1.5,1.8 and 2.0AGeV. 
I ' The K+/K-  Ratio in C+C 
-- 
Kf Production as a function of 
Excess-Energy 
- 
medium effects are important 
( RBUU Calculations (Giessen) i 
C+C 1.8AGeV, bare m m s  
- all chmnelo 
.. .. . . . . . . NN -+ K+YN 




C+C 1.8AGeV, in-medium mass 
C+C 1.8AGeV, bare mass 
.......... NN + K'KNN 
NA -t K'KBB - Bx -t K'KB . . . . . x+x- + K+K 
C+C 1.8AGeV, in-medium mass 
I 
&i- a B Bx -, K+KB 
X1 0 -' . . . . . + K+K 
m 
8 







I Comparision to RBUU C 
oata:eub=4W0 .C, OK- 
-5 
10 
* .. - bare m i s s  
d 
.......... medium m u r  
I Comparision to RBUU 
RBUU: 
. . . . . . . . . . nndlwm mass 
bare mors 
Ni+Nl, 1.8A CaV. By=44* 
....... no kson medium all8ct.m 
- with k a m  medium 
0 KnoS 
RBUU: C+C [BraW], i\li+Ni [Li98, Li971 
measurements at low E", pr should be perfonned 
I The C+Au System 
The C+Au System 
C. Sturm: 
Kt production in heavy-ion reactions as a probe for 
the nuclear equation of state 
I K+ Production in Heavy Ion Reactions 
1 as a Probe for the Nuclear Equation of State 
C.Sturm (TU Darmstadt) 
for the 
KaoS Colla boration 
method: 
the cornparison of the K+ production excitation function in a 
heavy m d  Light collision system 
Can K f  serve as a probe for the EOS? 
Experimental results of the collision systems Au+Au and C+C 
- Spectrd distributions 
- Polar angle distributions 
- Excitation functions 
( K +  - a Probe for the High-Density Phase) 
Production Emission 
direct production K+ mean free path at po: 
N N  + NK+Y XK+ N 5 fm 
two-step production 
no absorption 
N N  N A  
due to strangeness conserva- 
N A  -+ NK+Y t ion 
T N  + K+Y 
T A  -+ K+Y 
+- mu'lti-step processes + direct information 
I 




~ f t  806 
hard eos 
RBUU Li,Ko QMD Hartnack 
L l f  Production and the EOS I 
RBUU: G.Q. Li and C.M. Ko, Physics Letters B 349 (1995) 
i 
stiff EOS (~=380MeV) 




%. o 1.46 AGeV 
b..- % A O.% 
k 0.78 
'2 \ 0 OS6 
Au+Au, 0.56AGeV: 
I.Böt;tcher, Uni. Marburg 
Boltzmann distribution 
Q) 
0 so :- 
r* 
cn . t t  + .  2 70 - 
.M 
60 - t t  
C+C 
50 / I  ' 
0 = 90' 
40 - cm 
: . t l i , i l i , 4 l i t i l t i i l i , , l , , , l , , , l , ,  
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
E- [AGeV] 
1.0 AGeV, 84' 1.Böttcher 
1.8 AGeV, 60° + 
1.0 AGeV, 70' F.Laue 
K+ Polar Angle Distribution 
L 
.A new observable sensitive to the EOS: 
comparison of the K+-praduction in a heavy and a light 
collision system - experiment,al and theoretical uncertainties are 
strongly reduced 
K+ (AU+AU) Rise of „(C+C) with decreasing incident energy 
+ evidence for a soft EOS 
K+ production excit ation functions 
- in Au+Au (0.56 - 1.46 AGeV) (0.38 mb - 230 mb) 
- in C+C (0.8 - 2.0 AGeV) (0.017 mb - 5.0 mb) 
K+ polar angle distributions: 
slight forward backward peaked 
1 The KaoS Collaboration 
I. Böttcherc, M. ~ ~ b o w s k i f ,  F. Dohrmannf, 
A. Försterb, E. ~rossef lg ,  P. Koczofia, 
B. Kohlmeyerc, F. Lauea, M. Menzelc, L. ~ a u m a n n f ,  
H. Oeschlerb, F. Pühlhoferc , Ch. Schneider f , 
E. Schwaba, P. Sengera, Y. shind, J. Speera, 
W. ~cheinast f ,  H. Ströbelec, Ch. Sturmb, G. Surowkae, 
F. Uhligb, K. völkeld, A. wagnerh, W. WaluSe 
GSI Darmstadt, T U  Darrnstadt, " Univ. Marburg, 
" Univ. Frankfurt, F Z  Rossendorf, 
T U  Dresden, " Univ. Krakow, NSCL MSU 
... detailed transport calculations which describes the available 
observables: 
- K+ production excitation functions for C + C and Au + Au 
collisions 
- Kf polar angle distributions 
sl n=Production 
- .~t--production excitation functions 
- spectral distributions 
- angular distributions 
K.R. Schubert: 












W. Cassing & E. Bratkovskaya: 














C. -H. Lee: 
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O - Iiandrup, NPA 314 (79) 429 
0 ---. Kitazoe, PLB 166 (86) 35 
V . . ' .  Huber, NPA 573 (94) 587 
... .,..-. Gamma=120 MeV 
a Phaseshift 
1 Pion yield rn 
The new parametrisation yields less pions due to 
4 6 8 10 












- 4 2  
3 
a 
58+ 58, E= 1.800 GeV 
I I I I 
5 10 15 
channel No 
NicNi, b=2, SM, E= 1.800 GeV 
I ' I ' I ' I  
Ni+Ni, b=2, SM, E= 1.800 GeV 
NicNi, b=2, SM, E= 1.800 GeV 
C - 
B 
G channel No 
NiiNi, b=2,  SM, E= 1.800 GeV 
s. soff: 
Kaon production at SIS energies in the UrQMD 
approach 

p+p total and elastic Cross sections p+p inelastic channels 
UQMD 1.0 beta -7
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
E, / GeV 
inelastir moss sections are parameterized (fixed to data) 
Elementary Kaon Production - 





most pions freeze out bebt .  
ground state density 
* K+ are a good signal for the high +- no global frefreeze-out radiiis ! 
density phase at SIS 
Last Generation Sources of K- 
Pb (158 A GeV) Pb 
b = O f m  
C* 
* - 
k* (892) 4 k0* k l  k2* a2 A* U 
Source of K- 
Gy. Wolf: 
Kaon production - benchmark test 

o g g f  
0 o g ,  

C. Fuchs: 











B. Kärnp fer: 
Comparison of benchmark tests 
MVN c- VN W3N <- NN WYN s- NN 







E. E. Kolorneitsev: 
Kaonic excitation in HICs 
Kaonic Excitations in HIC 
M. L u t z ,  E.E.K. , D.N. Voskresensky , B. Kämpfer 
(GSI, MEPhl, FZR) 
,/' World of KN interaction 
J Kaon In-medium Dynamics 
J "Scaled mass" vs. Spectral Density 
J Strangeness in HIC 
Coupled Channel Equations 
Ingredient s: 
CHANNEL SET {M„ B,) ai = 1 , 2 . .  . (KN; TC; T A . .  .) 
BARE COUPLINGS 
. LOOP REGULARIZATION A cut-off pararneter 
Model Solution of Coupled Channel Equation 
Matrix equation 
T = V + ( V .  J - T ) .  
Isospin 0 : diannels { K N ,  TC) 
Isospin 1 : channels { K N ,  TC, TA) 
can be solved aiirilytically in the approximations 
V = V(s) = V. + R s where R is inr lge  t u . i r 1  
Parameters V. and R are adjusted to reproduce experimental data on 
K- p -t K -  p, -+ Kon, -+ ?rk0C'O, -+ TOA scattering 
for I=O 
World of K-N interaction 
I000 
I /2 A(1116) ~ ( 1 1 9 5 )  I [MeV 




S wave : ~ ~ ( 1 4  5) - Zn;, KN, Aq thres. dynamics 

A(1405) in Medium. Pauli Blocking 
Equation for the Bound State 
in nuclear medium J K N ( S )  + J K N ( w , ~ )  D F ( w  - EN(P),  $- - 
Pole position is shifted above KN threshold 
Anti-Kaon Nucleon (lsospin=O) q=O 
Kaon Energy [MeV] 
Due tu the Pauli blockin 










I 200 300 400 500 600 700 
K'- Nucleon scattering 
- -0.04 
T„=z„,/~~ + 30/4f2 
K' Nucleon scattering 
J -0.06 
'w =I  50 MeV, f=90 MeV 
Kaon Energy [MeV] 
------ 
------ 
C„=350 MeV, f=f,=113 MeV 
U ,-(P*) =-T(@= m,) pJ2mK 
- -(8O - 11 0) MeV 
200 300 400 500 600 700 




Kaon Nucleon LOOD 0 \ \ 
vacuum real part 
Pauli blocked 
self-consisten 
I I 3 
in-medium kaon Green's function 
, i imaginary pari 
450 500 550 600 650 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 
Kaon Energy iMeV] M. Lutz Phys. Lett 8462, 12 
Pauli Blocked Amplitude 
700 1 I 1 o I 700 I t I 1 t 
Kaon Mornrvntu 
Kaon Mornentum [MeV] 
elow KN threshold ! ! ! 


A . Szbirtsev: 
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